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Pediments Common Worldwide

Geologists have written extensively on the subject of pediments. They are found in a variety of climates and probably number in the thousands all over the earth (Figure 65.1). Pediments are common across Africa, Australia, eastern South America, and the Andes Mountains. There is little information available on pediments in Asia, but they are reported in at least western China. Hundreds can be found in the western United States, including Montana (see Chapters 68 and 69). They are commonly found in the valleys of the Rocky Mountains and in Southwest United States (Figures 65.2 and 65.3). Gravel-capped pediments are also in the western Andes and near the coast of Brazil. They are found in Europe as well, around monadnocks (a type of inselberg) in Scandinavia, in Spain, southwest of Madrid, the Pyrenees, the Iberian Massif, the Baetic Cordillera of southeast Spain, and in the Sudetes Mountains of southwest Poland. I would not be surprised to learn there are pediments below the ice sheet of East Antarctica.

4 Whitaker, Ref. 1, p. 95.
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Figure 65.1 does not show all of the pediments. It leaves out those in the Yukon Territory of northwest Canada, and the many pediments in the John Day Country of north-central Oregon (see Figures 64.8). Dohrenwend wrote:

Clearly, pediments are **azonal, worldwide phenomena** … pediments are most conspicuous in arid and semi-arid environments where vegetation densities are low and deep weathering is limited (emphasis mine).\(^{14}\)

---

**Pediments Formed in the Past by Water**

Although there are thousands of pediments around the world, they have been most extensively studied in the western United States. Their origin is in the misty past, and pediments are considered relict features by most geologists. So, pediments are not forming today, which goes against the main principle used to interpret rocks, fossils, and geomorphology, and that is the principle of uniformitarianism. Furthermore, no mainstream geological explanation for their origin has proven satisfactory (see Chapter 66).

But Some Geologists Think Pediments Are Forming Today

A few geologists have simply gone ahead of the evidence and assumed pediments continue to be forming today. After all, it would be logical—if the “present is the key to the past”. However, I believe these geologists simply cannot face the fact that so many landforms defy the uniformitarian principle. They also seem to be confusing processes that modify an existing pediment with the process that originated the pediment:

The assumption underlying such studies is that modern processes are responsible for the pediment. This may well be a case where the origin of the whole form is being confused with the process which is merely retouching the present surface. Modern process studies can tell us something about the mechanics of the modern processes and the sedimentary deposits they produce; their relevance to the overall origin of pediments is far more questionable.15

Pediments should be forming today, if the uniformitarian principle is correct. The uniformitarian principle (as well as actualism) is the real problem!

---

Others Face Up to the Evidence of Past Formation

On the other hand, many geomorphologists have honestly faced up to the fact that pediments are not currently forming.16,17,18 They recognize they are relicts and were formed by water, as verified by their capping of rounded rocks. George Williams acknowledged:

A major obstacle to agreement on the origin of modern hard-rock pediments and their relationship to adjacent alluvial deposits is that the mountain front and flanking pediment appear frozen at the present instant of time.19

Thomas Oberlander reinforced this observation:

Until recently, these planar surfaces were assumed to be actively expanding in deserts. The processes creating such surfaces have long remained a matter of speculation and controversy.20

In fact, the only changes observed on pediments seems to be their dissection and destruction.21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28 Running water in deserts or anywhere pediments exist does not

---

20 Oberlander, Ref. 18, p. 70.
form pediments; they either incise them or deposit debris on their surfaces.\textsuperscript{29} Therefore, running water is \textit{not} presently forming pediments. Crickmay commented:

There is no reason to suppose that any kind of wasting ever planes an area to flatness: decrepitation always roughens; \textit{rain-wash, even on ground already flat and smooth, tends to furrow it} (emphasis mine).\textsuperscript{30}

\textbf{Geomorphologists Ever Hopeful of Finding a Mechanism}

Geomorphologists are still searching for reasons for why pediments are not forming today. Some workers claim that although pediments in a particular area are relict, they were formed in a “different climate in the past.” Oberlander attributed deeply-weathered granite in the Mojave Desert to a past wetter climate, since weathering is not happening in the present dry climate.\textsuperscript{17,31} However, the big picture belies this simple explanation. Pediments, as well as planation surfaces in general, are in diverse environments and \textit{all} types of climates. Yet, we do not see pediments forming in \textit{any} of these climates.\textsuperscript{32,33}

Unfortunately, geomorphologists really do not understand how climate affects landforms \textsuperscript{34,35,36} Thomas demonstrated this climatic confusion when he related how some researchers believe pediments seen in a wet climate formed in a dry climate, and vice versa:

Thus within arguments about climate change, pediments occupy an interesting position, being widely regarded as markers of more humid conditions when found in the arid zones (Busche, 1976; Oberlander, 1974, 1989) and as indicators of drier conditions, where they occur within the humid tropics (Thomas & Thorp, 1985).\textsuperscript{37}
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